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1 Introduction 
This guide explains how to report outcomes using the RIVIAM Digital care 
platform. It covers the automated and manual updates to national databases 
like SystmOne, CHIS and NIVS. 
 
For the best experience using the RIVIAM Digital Care platform, please use 
the latest versions of Chrome, Edge, Safari or Firefox. 
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2 Updating SystmOne (TPP) 
There are two scenarios we will describe in this section. They are based on 
the upload from the spreadsheet or the RIVIAM app of immunisation 
outcomes records into RIVIAM. 

2.1 Successful upload 
If you have the RIVIAM GP Connector App open and you are logged in to 
it with their RIVIAM email account, then the updates will be made directly to 
 and there is nothing further to do.   

2.2 Unsuccessful upload 
If you are not connected to TPP, then the process will not work and you will be 
able to see that it has failed because it is not connected.      
The spreadsheet will show ‘ERROR - RIVIAM could not find the TPP instance 
running RIVIAM's GP Desktop Connector’ and the timeline for each child will 
show that the update failed.     
 

 

 Figure 1 - Unsuccessful SystmOne (TPP) update 
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If this happens, you will need to be logged into the RIVIAM GP Desktop 
Connector and then repeat  the step of uploading the clinic spreadsheet back 
to RIVIAM.      
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3 Uploading Outcomes data to CHIS, NIVS, Careplus 
The final step is to upload immunisation outcomes data to national databases 
such as CHIS, NIVS, Careplus. 
RIVIAM allows you to produce an export of the immunisations outcome data 
in a format which can be uploaded into these different databases 
 

3.1 Exporting Immunisations outcomes data 
A superset of data can be exported, which can be uploaded into the various 
national databases. To do this you go to Immunisations dashboard, select a 
programme, and then select a specific school or clinic.  
That brings up a homepage view of that clinic venue. On the Homepage on 
the lower right is an area which allows you to create an export dataset to 
download. 
 
< More info & diagram/screenshot here > 
 

3.2 Uploading into the relevant National database 
The data that was exported from RIVIAM will need to be tailored for the 
individual national databases, by removing datatypes that are not relevant for 
that specific database. 
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4 You’ve completed the How To: Report Outcomes 
Congratulations, you have completed the how to guide on Reporting 
Outcomes in the RIVIAM Digital Care platform 

 
 

 


